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don’t come away with multiple 
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C H A P T E R  1
“What Are You, an F’n Do-Gooder?”

I received an e-mail that hardened my resolve to prove how good-
ness pays.

The subject line simply said:  “COMMENT.”
The body of the email said:  “What are you, an F’n Do-Gooder?” 

That was it.
The sender’s name was unfamiliar. I replied back and asked 

“What do you mean?” All that came back was an AOL bounce-
back message–a dead end. The hollow exchange sparked a self-talk 
debate inside my head: 

“Am I an F’n Do-Gooder? Probably. Why does that 

feel weird to say?

If not, then why not? Is that a good thing, or a 

bad thing?

If I’m not an F’n Do-Gooder, does that make me an F’n 

Do-Badder?

That just sounds bad.”

That was eight years ago. Despite this type of resistance, my 
firm, Good Leadership Enterprises, stayed on message and built 
a thriving leadership development business through coaching, 
writing, and speaking about how goodness pays for our clients. 



The word “goodness” applied to leadership creates a polarizing 
response in most people–hardly anyone is neutral on this term. 
Skeptics, like Paul Hillen, at first dismiss the concept of goodness 
in leadership as too soft, weak, or religious. But the vast majority of 
successful leaders endorse goodness as a motivator for their ongo-
ing business success. They just may not call it goodness, or even 
realize they are doing it.

Our Definition:  Goodness in business is 

when people thrive together in a culture of 

encouragement, accountability, and positive 

teamwork. Goodness is an others-focused 

approach that creates and sustains business 

momentum, even in uncertain or difficult 

business environments.

This book is an unapologetic statement, supported by data, to 
show how goodness pays in business.

Making the Case:  How Does Goodness Pay?

For more than eight years, we have been collecting input 
through audience response technology in a variety of forums–
meetings, retreats, and conventions–about goodness as a catalyst 
for business success. What have we learned? Four out of five leaders 
surveyed believe goodness pays in leadership and business. And yet 
only two out of five of those same leaders are happy with the consis-
tency of their financial results–they believe that goodness pays but 
they don’t know how to make it pay in business profits. This book, 
How Goodness Pays, closes that gap by specifically teaching those 
who believe that goodness pays how to achieve consistently positive 
financial results following goodness practices.

HOW GOODNESS PAYS
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Inspiration from Grandma

This project was inspired by a conversation I had during the 
United States debt-ceiling crisis, with Richard Davis, who at the 
time was CEO of U.S. Bank, one of the nation’s ten largest banks. 
“I’m inclined to support this project because of what I call the 
‘grandmother clause,’” Davis explained. Like all of the other major 
bank CEOs at the time, he was feeling smothered by scrutiny from 
the White House, Congress, and business media.

Davis credits the grandmother clause as one of the reasons 
that U.S. Bank avoided the self-inflicted missteps of similar banks 
that were deemed “too big to fail.” He explained his meaning of the 
grandmother clause:  “I’ve always asked our bankers to run their 
ideas and our products through an ethically-narrow filter:  Would 
we sell this to our grandmothers?” Davis said. That fundamental 
belief system instilled in the company’s bankers a more risk-averse 
set of behaviors that kept U.S. Bank on a more even-keeled, prosper-
ous path, while peer companies faltered due to offering potentially 
ethically-questionable products.

U.S. Bank not only emerged relatively unscathed by the finan-
cial crisis and public mistrust of large banking institutions, but 
quickly began accelerating as the economy improved. Over Davis’ 
11 years as CEO, the financial performance of U.S. Bank exceeded 
its peer group, as reported by The Wall Street Journal.

Davis’ encouragement to me was motivating and exception-
ally credible. In 2010, American Banker chose Davis as “Banker 
of the Year” and the Twin Cities Business Journal designated him 
“Executive of the Year.” In 2011, he received the Hendrickson Medal 
for Ethical Leadership. And two years after our breakfast meeting, 
U.S. Bank earned the 2015 World’s Most Ethical Company award 
from the Ethisphere Institute.
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When Davis said “You are doing important work,” he vali-
dated my identity as an “F’n Do-Gooder,” and motivated me to 
prove how goodness pays.

Beliefs Affect Results

The late management guru Peter Drucker taught in business 
school “The purpose of a business is to create and keep a customer.” 
If you believe that, then the purpose of a business leader is to cre-
ate and keep customers in ways that generate consistently positive 
financial results. It’s what owners and shareholders expect in both 
public and private organizations.

So that begs the question:  As a business leader, are you regu-
larly happy with the consistency of your financial results?

If you said “no,” you should know that you are not alone. 
Earlier in this chapter, I shared how only two out of five–just 40%–
of business leaders we surveyed over the past eight years reported 
that they were happy with the consistency of the financial perfor-
mance of their organizations. That’s an eye-opening statistic.

We believe the best way for businesses to achieve consistently 
positive financial performance is to start with the fundamental 
belief:  Goodness Pays. What that really means is we have to push 
back the temptation to use short-term thinking to hit our financial 

goals. I don’t believe the opposite of 
goodness is badness, evil or greed. 
Rather, it’s the feeling that we have to 
do things in the short term that we 
know in the back of our minds will 
hurt the business in the long term. 

Most leaders really do intend to do the right thing for employees, 
customers, and the business. But the resistance that builds up from 

I don’t believe the 

opposite of goodness is 

badness, evil or greed.

HOW GOODNESS PAYS
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self-justified, short-term decisions, ultimately becomes the oppo-
site of goodness.

In the pages that follow, we will answer the “How does good-
ness pay?” question with data and stories about how leading with 
goodness can enable your business to:

• Recruit and retain the best employees

• Magnetically attract and keep the best customers

• Deliver consistently positive financial results

While the skeptics might pause here, the rest of us ask:  “Isn’t 
leading with goodness a common sense thing to do?” The answer is, 
of course it is! But as we all know from experience; common sense 
is not always common practice. Chapters 4-8 explain five common 
sense, goodness-based factors that are linked to consistently posi-
tive financial results. We call them the Five Goodness Pays Factors:

Compelling business plan (Chapter 4) 

Prepare a business plan that creates genuine employee 

engagement and followership.

Belief that profits are healthy for all (Chapter 5) 

Build commitment to the idea that profits are beneficial 

for everyone in the business–employees, executives, 

and owners.

Team-based culture (Chapter 6) 

Create a culture that rewards a “we is greater than me” 

approach in which multiple people are accountable and 

rewarded for delivering on important promises.

Timely and transparent decision-making (Chapter 7) 

Gain employee respect by making decisions in a timely 

fashion and by being accountable for the behaviors 

and results that come from those decisions.

1
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Magnetic ethics (Chapter 8) 

Attract good people by role modeling what is and what 

is not acceptable.

If a skeptical “bag of hammers” leader like Paul Hillen can 
learn to lead with goodness, then any leader has that same potential. 
Within a few years of his coaching experience, Hillen won coveted 
100 Most Talented Global Marketing Leaders awards in 2014 and 
2016 from the World Marketing Congress, and he was chosen by 
his peers as a Top CMO by the CMO Club in 2015. But most impor-
tantly, Hillen earned the following LinkedIn endorsement from a 
direct report, showcasing the type of personal relationship that 
was previously missing in his leadership:

I’ve had the good fortune to work with many 

talented leaders during my career, but I don’t think 

there is one leader I’ve learned so much from in such 

a short period of time as I have from Paul Hillen. 

Paul is an exceptional marketer, with a disciplined 

approach, customer-centric focus, and unmatched 

analytical expertise. Paul has the unique talent of 

being both extremely creative yet strategically adept. 

He is particularly skilled at articulating complex 

subjects and processes in an easy-to-understand and 

practical manner. Paul expertly navigates various 

relationships including senior executives, agencies, 

global colleagues, and management teams. Paul leads 

by example, demonstrating unique insights, dynamic 

execution, and always pushing his peers and team to 

accomplish what seems impossible while exceeding 

all expectations.

Bottom-line, this is a book for leaders of businesses of all 
types and sizes–small, mid-sized, and large–who are seeking a 
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better, more sustainable way to lead their organizations to solid, 
consistent business success.

Onward, because Goodness Pays!

The Skeptic’s Shift

By Paul Hillen

In my 32-year career, I’ve come to believe the most common 
factor in bad leadership behavior is fear. While fear is the 
greatest motivator of all human emotions, it is only short-
term. It does not get healthy, long-term results for companies, 
employees, or owners. When people are afraid to make 
decisions and afraid they might lose, they probably will lose. 
Have you ever had success being afraid most of the time?

As my wife and I were preparing to move our family from 
Cincinnati to Houston where I would manage a planned 
joint venture between P&G and Coca Cola, I was recruited by 
Cargill, an agribusiness company, to move to Minneapolis and 
help develop a new food strategy. I had spent 15 years at P&G 
working amid a competitive, high-pressure culture. Not only 
was there constant pressure at the corporate level to deliver 
quarterly expectations for Wall Street; at my level, in brand 
management, it was an up-or-out environment. If you did not 
meet sales expectations contributing to earnings, you were 
sent packing and replaced. Looking back at my time at P&G, I 
now realize fear was my dominant emotion.

In this high-pressure environment, I was too busy to let the 
concept of goodness get in the way of delivering business 
results. Who had time for the “fluffy, soft stuff” of goodness? 
We were there to do a job at a very high level and if we did not 
deliver, they’d find someone else to do it. My thinking then 
was “goodness? What does that have to do with delivering 
business results?”
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In retrospect, related to goodness, I now realize it wasn’t about 
what I did, but rather what I didn’t do. I didn’t take the time 
to recognize people for their work. I didn’t compliment others 
very often. I didn’t point out the positives in our workplace. 
there wasn’t time, or so I thought. It was all about doing 
things better. It led me to constantly point out to my direct 
reports what could be done better, and not spend time with 
them discussing what they were doing well.

At P&G, I believed goodness got in the way of drive; however, 
I came to realize that goodness provides the drive. the shift 
came when I was meeting with Greg Page, then our CEO at 
Cargill. He said to me that people knew I was trying to take 
them in the right direction, but they did not always want to 
follow. He said, “People need to follow because of you, not in 
spite of you.” His point was that I needed to bring them along 
with me by involving them early, inspiring them with what 
was possible, and encouraging them to persevere to get there.

At the time, I did not interpret Greg’s advice as “goodness,” but 
it certainly was. His advice was consistent with promoting 
fairness by involving people early in the process, and 
spreading positivity by showing them what was possible 
with their involvement. I don’t believe I was managing out 
of fear, but I clearly wasn’t managing through positivity 
and rewarding excellence. Once I made that shift, my 
effectiveness improved, the speed of results increased, 
and the feedback I got was much better. People were now 
following because of me.

HOW GOODNESS PAYS
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$5 OFF + FREE SHIPPING

Use code: HGP2020

Continue Reading
Order your copy of How Goodness Pays today!

SPECIAL OFFER

Visit the link below and order today!

https://www.goodleadership.com/hgpbook
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